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Course Outline
1. Current climate


2. Changing climate


3. Future climate change


4. Consequences


5. Human impacts


6. Outlook



About Me

Originally physicist


Climate modeller


Uncertainty in climate 
models


Early Pliocene (4 million 
years ago)



Today’s Outline

1. What is the climate


2. Global budget


3. Spatial variations


4. Circulation



Climate Definition
From IPCC, AR4: 

!
Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average weather, or more 
rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean and variability 
of relevant quantities over a period of time ranging from months to 
thousands or millions of years. The classical period for averaging these 
variables is 30 years, as defined by the World Meteorological Organization. 
The relevant quantities are most often surface variables such as 
temperature, precipitation and wind. Climate in a wider sense is the state, 
including a statistical description, of the climate system. [In various chapters 
in this report different averaging periods, such as a period of 20 years, are 
also used.]



What?
A quick guided tour to the 
world's current climate



ANNUAL MEAN SURFACE TEMPERATURE



ANNUAL MEAN SURFACE TEMPERATURE

Warmest at the Equator

Coldest at the Poles


Antarctic colder than 
Arctic


Colder over elevation

Europe warmer than N. 
America



THE CLIMATOGICAL ANNUAL CYCLE
SEASONAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS



THE CLIMATOGICAL ANNUAL CYCLE
SEASONAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

Each hemisphere has 
both a warm (summer) 
and cold (winter) season

Closer to Equator this 
difference reduces

Seasons become wet vs 
dry

The temperature 
variations are less over 
the ocean, and hence 
coast

Continentality



ANNUAL MEAN PRECIPITATION RATE



ANNUAL MEAN PRECIPITATION RATE

Most rain in Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

Little rain at edge of 
tropics ~30oN

More rain over ocean

Storm tracks



THE CLIMATOGICAL ANNUAL CYCLE
SEASONAL PRECIPITATION VARIATIONS



THE CLIMATOGICAL ANNUAL CYCLE
SEASONAL PRECIPITATION VARIATIONS

Movement of ITCZ

Storm tracks mainly 
exist in winter

Monsoonal circulations



Why? 
Easy answer

Global Energy Budget Explanation



Energy Transfer

 Radiation

 Conduction

 Convection



Energy Transfer
 Radiation 
 Conduction

 Convection

• Transferred as electromagnetic radiation 
• Separated as Longwave and Shortwave 
• Occurs in vacuum



Energy Transfer
 Radiation 
 Conduction 
 Convection

• Transferred as molecular vibrations 
• Heat moving along a metal bar 
• Not relevant for climate no solid materials



• Physical exchange of warm fluid with cold 
• Caused by either turbulence (fluid mixing) 
• Or instability (uneven heating)

Energy Transfer
 Radiation 
 Conduction 
 Convection



Black body radiation
A perfect black body is an object that absorbs 
all incoming radiation (reflecting none)


Radiation emitted by a black body depends 
only its temperature 


Planck’s law of black body radiation defines 
this relationship and is independent of 
direction


Stefan-Boltzmann law states that total energy 
radiated per unit surface area of a black body 
related to temperature to fourth power


This is Planck’s law integrated in all directions 
over a hemisphere and over all frequencies



"Longwave" & "Shortwave"

Temperature of Sun and Earth so different - we can 
consider associated radiation separately


Useful as spectral properties of objects vary with 
wavelength 



FOR SHORTWAVE THINGS REFLECT VARYING PROPORTIONS ON THE INCOMING RADIATION
ALBEDO



FOR SHORTWAVE THINGS REFLECT VARYING PROPORTIONS ON THE INCOMING RADIATION
ALBEDO (SYMBOL α)



Global Mean Model

30% reflected, α= 0.3

Assume steady state, so energy in = energy out 

Incoming Shortwave 
So=1366 W/m2 Cross-section =  πR2



Global Mean Model
Assume steady state, so energy in = energy out 

                  So(1-α)πR2 =  

Surface 
Area = 
4πR2

Energy related 
to temperature

=σT4 

(σ=5.67x10-8 
Wm-2K-4)



Global Mean Model

Assume steady state, so energy in = energy out 
    

So(1-α)πR2 = 4πR2σT4 

So(1-α)/4 =σT4 

T = ∜[So(1-α)/4σ] 
Temission = 255K = -18oC 

!

Actual temperature is +15oC 
Difference is due to greenhouse gases



Royal Institution link
John Tyndall joined RI 
in 1853


Began experimenting 
on “radiant energy”


Found water vapour is 
strong absorbed of 
long wave radiation


Categorised other 
gases too



The Impact of Greenhouse Gases
Atmospheric gases 
interact with radiation


Little impact on 
shortwave


Only small fraction of 
longwave escapes


Mostly intercepted by 
water vapour, but 
carbon dioxide is 
important too



Putting into simple model

• As surface radiation absorbed by atmosphere 
need another layer in model 

•  ‘Gray’ atmosphere acts as a blackbody in 
longwave, but is transparent for shortwave



Greenhouse Model

Surface:  So(1-α)/4 +σTa4=σTs4 

Atmosphere: σTs4=2σTa4 

Ta= ∜[So(1-α)/4σ]; Ts= ∜2 Ta 

Ta=-18oC; Ts=30oC 
!

Now overestimates impact of greenhouse gases



Why? 
It’s Complicated
Some important 
additional factors - such 
as spatial structure, 
heat transports and 
water vapour



THE GLOBAL MEAN RADIATION BUDGET



Heat moved vertically by mixing of warm & cold air


More effective to use water vapour (latent heating)

Use surface warmth to evaporate water

Move water vapour aloft

Condense back into water (i.e. forms cloud)

Releases energy high in atmosphere

Convection



Clausius-Clapeyron Eqn

Max amount of water vapour held by air exponentially 
related to temperature

As cools, condensation occurs

Warmer world holds more water vapour - greenhouse gas

Excess water rains out, so impossible to manipulate


Water vapour acts as a feedback, not driver of change



TOP OF ATMOSPHERE ENERGY FLUX



Poleward Heat Transport

Across year, energy balance occurs

Yet energy gain and loss happen in different places

Movement of heat away out of the tropics 

Sustains warmer poles



Coriolis Force

Not actually a force, but can be treated as one

Occurs as Earth is not an inertial reference frame

Rather it is constantly spinning

Deflects motion of objects proportional to speed 



Two Hadley cells in Tropics

Transport heat to ~30oN


Weak Ferrell cells in mid-
latitudes


Don’t really move heat

Instead energy transported by 
weather systems in storm tracks


Think of as turbulent eddies

Atmospheric 
Circulation



CORIOLIS DEFLECTS SURFACE FLOWS AS DOES LAND
AN IDEALISED CIRCULATION (LEFT) ALONG WITH A MORE REALISTIC FLOW PATTERN (RIGHT)



Class Summary
• Defined climate

• A simple greenhouse effect

• The role of water vapour

• Introduced spatial variations

•  Heat transports

•  Global circulation


We now understand what controls a steady climate 
Next week discussing a changing climate


